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Tagged Like Cattle--The Covid Jab Transmits Your Unique Barcode!!!--Are
the Jabbed Connected to Bluetooth?
CDC: teens injected with COVID shots have 7.5 times more deaths, 15
times more disabilities, 44 times more hospitalizations than all FDA
approved vaccines in 2021
How Big Pharma Uses Fauci and the Media to Murder Americans--The two
studies that Fauci cited to green light Remdesivir prove that he’s trying to
kill Americans
“Where Did All The People Go?”--Secret Holocaust: Are millions of vaccine
victims disappearing into mass graves?
House of COVID Cards Collapses: FDA Vaccine Panel Comes Out Against
Deadly Injections--Bombshell testimony from top scientists at vaccine
hearing reveals injections killing more people than saving and driving
surge of variants--No wonder the FDA vaccine committee voted 16-2
against rolling out Biden's COVID booster shot program
Positive Covid Pushback Headlines
Dr. Judy Mikovits, Attorney Thomas Retz, Former Pfizer Employee And
Panel Respond To Biden's Mandate of The Vax
Listener Comment: Scott this was my appeal to my County Council this
week. Pray for seeds that were planted! I came away with a burden to pray
all the more for the people and the local leaders
Encouragement for People Leaving Work Due To The Covid Jab Mandates Dr Scott Johnson
Listener Question: How much zinc is safe to take on a daily basis I know
too much zinc can lead to toxicity wondering what your recommendations
are for daily use how much?
Recommended Covid Supplements

++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald
Reagan:

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give

thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: “Reprove”: To blame, to convince of a
fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.“Circumspectly”:
Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against surprise
or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Luke 21:36 Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted
worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the
Son of man.
Matthew 24:13 But he that shall endure unto the end, the same shall be saved.
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams
“The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years.
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage to
spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty, from
liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to
complacency from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from
dependency back to bondage.” Alexander Fraser Tytler
+1+ PRAYER TO NEUTRALIZE OCCULT RITUALS
Father God in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, the Lamb that was slain before
the foundation of the earth, seated at the right hand of the Father; we come in the
authority given to us in Christ Jesus. We place a hedge of warring angels with
flaming swords of fire around us and our families continuously. We put on the
whole armor of God. We resist and renounce Satan, the god of this earth. We rise
to war by the power of the Holy Spirit against witchcraft, occult maneuvers and
devices sent against Your Will and the Body of Christ. We ask you to dispatch
legions of warring angels in full battle array to enforce our petitions and
intercessory prayers. Rout your enemy on all fronts. Turn their hatred, anger,
accusations, conflict, arrogance and wicked schemes upon themselves so that
they become caught in their own snares and fall into the pits that they intended
for others. We nullify, cancel and oppose every satanic operation, scheme, maneuver
and strategy. Cause secret plans, agendas and motivation of the enemy to be revealed

for everyone to see. We decree and declare that what these evil people & entities
meant for evil, you will turn it around and use it for the good of your people. We close
every evil portal that has been opened by them. In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ
and His shed blood, we break and cancel every curse, spell, hex, vex, charm,
enchantment, decree spoken or unspoken, sent against the Body of Christ, the innocent
and your intercessors by every witch, warlock, satanist, sorcerer, voodoo priest,
shaman, soothsayer, medium, coven and every minion of the devil working iniquity. May
they fall into the very pits they have dug for others. Lord Jesus, reveal your love to
them. Save those that can be saved. Show them the truth about who they are serving,
and their eternal destination if they continue in their present path. Open their minds,
eyes and ears to receive supernatural insight and knowledge to understand the truth of
the Gospel. Bring them to salvation. We seal this prayer by the Blood of the Lamb and
in the name of the LORD Jesus Christ. Amen.
WARNING--U.S. East Coast Could be SUBMERGED by Tsunami at Canary Islands
Volcano Eruption with Landslide in Progress!+ Most Tsunami Warning Buoys
OFFLINE or Malfunctioning in Atlantic Ocean
Terrifying videos: The Cumbre Vieja volcano finally erupts on La Palma after
more than 6,600 earthquakes in 8 days and a vertical ground deformation that
reached 15 cm.!
La Palma, Canary Islands: seismic crisis Sep 2021 - updates: From initial
pictures it seems that a fissure opened on the western flank of La Cumbre Vieja,
feeding lava fountains and flows, burning forests and farmland.
*** REPORTS: ERUPTION IN PROGRESS *** -- FLASH TRAFFIC: LAVA HAS
BREACHED SURFACE, FIRES BEGINNING -- DETACHMENT and FRACTURE OF
LAND ! Earthquake Swarm - La Palma - If Blows, a Tsunami Could Wipe Out U.S.
East Coast
CUMBRE VIEJA IN LA PALMA ISLAND ERUPTING-MAGMA SETTING FIRES TO
TREES.
The entire east coast of
the United States (and
Canada) could find itself
literally under water if the
ongoing earthquake
swarm in the Canary
Islands results in a
volcanic eruption and
predicted massive
landslide. A Tsunami of
30 to 50 meters would
obliterate much of the
east coast, killing
millions.
Since September 11, an
earthquake swarm exceeding 6,600 earthquakes on the island of La Palma, part of
the Canary Islands off the northwest coast of Africa, has been rumbling a large,

unstable, section of land, the size of Manhattan, New York City. This slab of land
rises 6,000 feet above sea level and is angled sharply downward toward the
ocean.
A past volcanic eruption there in 1971 made scientists aware that this slab of land
had become terribly unstable, because volcanic vents and tunnels had made their
way underneath the land. Scientists predict that a future eruption could dislodge
the slab, sending it crashing into the Atlantic Ocean below, and generating a
mega-tsunami.
Seven hours after the landslide, the US/Canada east coast would be hit with a
large tsunami wave, estimated to be at least 30 meters (about 100 feet) tall.
This wall of water would come barreling in to the east coast, obliterating
everything in its path: Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
Norfolk, Charleston, Savannah, Jacksonville, West Palm Beach, Ft. Lauderdale,
Miami, all the Florida Keys, and everything in between those cities along the
coast.
The Big Picture Regarding What We Are All
Fighting--The Luciferian Covenant
Play:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/voGF7ZZbRZKv/
From: Aimee
Sent: Friday, September 17, 2021 9:25 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment: I'm just looking
for your experience fighting voodoo and
witches—Spiritual Warfare
I found the Imprecatory Prayer --relistening
and sending to that person but looking for
your personal experience ones. Thank you,
Aimee
Scott Johnson’s Comment: See below and have her implement as many things as
possible in the 1st link below.
Biblical Proactive Actions For Dealing With Evil Entities and Overcoming Sin
By Dr. Scott Johnson | March 20, 2021
My Testimony and Supernatural Experiences-Part 1
By Dr. Scott Johnson | September 13, 2009
In this teaching we will be discussing my testimony and many of the supernatural
experiences I have had since being saved, and the power of the name of Jesus
Christ & His Word has over the forces of evil. We will be discussing how to deal
with witchcraft and areas/objects that are defiled/cursed through the Lord Jesus
Christ. This should be a uplifting study for the hearer.
My Testimony and Supernatural Experiences-Part 2
By Dr. Scott Johnson | September 13, 2009
End Time Current Events–9-13-16 – Part 1
By Dr. Scott Johnson | September 14, 2016

Table of Contents: Jasmin the Black Eyed Witch & Her Coven Death Threats Scott
Johnson If He Doesn’t Shut Down ContendingForTruth.com Spiritual Warfare
Bible Study
Imprecatory Prayer – Psalm 64 – Gods Judgment on Wickedness – A Christians
‘Door of Hope’
By Dr. Scott Johnson | August 12, 2007
Biblically Exposing & Fighting New Age Witchcraft
By Dr. Scott Johnson | November 25, 2007
This teaching is a unique one regarding an email I received recently from a high
level new-age witch.
Witchcraft Practices Biblically Exposed & Defined-Part 1
By Dr. Scott Johnson | October 14, 2007
In this teaching we will be looking at Deut. 18:9-14; Verse 9 reads: “When thou art
come into the land which the LORD thy God giveth thee, thou shalt not learn to
do after the abominations of those nations.” We will be Biblically defining each
term mentioned…
Witchcraft Practices Biblically Exposed & Defined-Part 2
The Deceptive Allure of Witchcraft , New Age and Near Death Experiences
By Dr. Scott Johnson | September 2, 2007
In this teaching we will be discussing the allure of many New Age practices…
20,000 Migrants En Route to Join 10,000 at South Texas Camp, Official Warns
“In my 20-year career, I have never seen anything this out of control,” border
agent says
A massive crowd of over 10,000 illegal aliens has established a de facto camp in
Del Rio, Texas, with another 20,000 on their way, according to officials.
Comprised almost exclusively of economic migrants from Haiti and Cuba, a
cluster of foreign nationals is exploding in size as they await processing by U.S.
border officials.
Shocking reports have emerged from the region as illegal aliens and human
smugglers pass back and forth across the U.S. southern border at will.
“The numbers appear to be growing by the hour with no end in sight, ballooning
from some 2,000 on Sunday to 6,000 by Wednesday, to 8,000 by Thursday
morning and then to 10,000 by that evening.”
All these 10,500 illegal immigrants are being issued tickets for processing out
into america. I saw Border patrol and national guard right at the river crossing
where they are just pouring in, just watching them enter at will, clearly under
orders to let it happen pic.twitter.com/VL6FPIrBMA
— Todd Bensman (@BensmanTodd) September 16, 2021
“In my 20-year career, I have never seen anything this out of control,” one CBP
agent told Bensman.
This is the scene in Del Rio, Texas… pic.twitter.com/mDpd7pEdh1
— Breaking911 (@Breaking911) September 16, 2021
Rep. Chip Roy (R-TX) says sources informed him another 20,000 migrants were
en route to the Del Rio camp as of Thursday night.

“Democrats are allowing this mess to occur in Del Rio, where we have 10,000
Haitians with many more on the way,” Rep. Roy told Tucker Carlson.
https://www.newswars.com/20000-migrants-en-route-to-join-10000-at-southtexas-camp-official-warns/
HAITIANS SWARM BORDER Exclusive: Drone Captures 2nd Huge Haitian
Caravan Smashing Across Texas Border
Play to 8:45: https://freeworldnews.tv/watch?id=6144963fb0715f084095accb
The UN Ramps Up Its Invasion of America & the UK—In this Case Mostly Fighting
Age Male Unvetted Muslim Afghans and Haitians
Sep 19, 2021--The Biden Administration is in a mad dash to appease their United
Nations masters replacement migration invasion of the United States. A record
number of roughly 100,000 Afghanistan refugees are being resettled into at least
20 U.S. States. Which means assimilation is the furthest thing from their minds or
abilities. Among them, Taliban members, pedophiles, and murderers. Meanwhile
the Biden Administration left as many as 50,000 taxpaying Americans, Green
Card Holders, and U.S. Allies behind. While aiding and abetting a record massive
child sex trafficking operation.
Play: https://freeworldnews.tv/watch?id=614762a0e4f6c80c10e7afdb
+2+ The Covid Shots are Gene Therapy/Editing--Klaus Schwab (the Author of the
Great Reset in which Covid-19 Agenda Hinges on) Says It's Gene Editing—Its
changes you—As a human!!!!...DNA modifying shots...
Play: https://www.bitchute.com/video/D6bQSkiurXwW/
Spiritual Consequences of the C-o-v-i-d-19 Jabs
They're Going Door To Door In Washington DC, Looking For 'The Unvaxxed',
Knocking On Doors 4, 5, 6 Times A Day If Necessary! - The Globalists Satanic
War Upon America's Children Gets Kicked Into High Gear
If anyone needed another sign of where we're going from here, we get it from this
WTOP story. Titled "‘Not a choice any more’: Council member presses DC on
unvaccinated", that story pointed out what is already happening now in
Washington DC, with D.C. Council Member Elissa Silverman recently saying
during a council call with city administrators: "D.C. needs to take a more
aggressive approach on vaccinations — getting the jab into more arms".
Reporting at their opening "D.C. officials were asked point-blank on Friday what
plans the District has for people who remain unvaccinated against COVID-19
following President Joe Biden’s mandate announcement", it then pointed out how
the official govt policy will be harassment, followed by more harassment,
followed by even more harassment, with these lines from the story.:
Patrick Ashley, with D.C. Health, said the city has a significant outreach program
going door to door.
“And as a reminder, we knock on doors until we actually get someone to talk to
us. And so they’ll go back to a house four or five, six times, if necessary, multiple
times of the day,” he said.

Ashley also said the District is working with Medicare providers to make sure that
they’re providing vaccination education. “But you’re right, it is a choice of theirs
to make,” Ashley said. “So we’ll continue to do that education through the —”
Silverman interrupted Ashley to say: “The president is saying it’s not a choice
any more.”
Yet if any American no longer has that 'choice' to make anymore, and this
government can tell us what we HAVE TO put inside of our bodies; then the fact
of the matter is that this government can force ANYTHING inside of us (or at least
they'd think they can, this nothing less than medical rape.
-----Original Message----From: Susan
Sent: Friday, September 17, 2021 9:44 PM
Subject: Listener Comment: Melbourne Australia Closed The city of Melbourne
has been totally closed for the weekend & if you go there you’ll get arrested. It’s
total martial law there & the normal curfew of 8 o’clock in the evening, if your
caught out you get fined. This is total insanity…
The Noose Keeps Tightening--Fauci Calls for Travel Restrictions for Unvaxxed
Americans—In Canada (and soon to be America unless the masses rise up)
effective Nov 1st you will not be able enter a Walmart without showing Proof of
Covid Vaccination & a Government Issue ID!!! Rise Up or Bow Down Humanity!!!
Play to 2:13: https://freeworldnews.tv/watch?id=61410efa2dd08a286a62bfeb
Digital health passports: The snare that will lure many into the one-world
cashless system
September 18, 2021--If they prevent the non-vaccinated from entering restaurants,
from earning a livelihood, they may prevent them from buying food. The whole
point is to coerce people into taking the "vaccine." Where will it stop? Will they
move resisters to quarantine camps where they will be at the mercy of the
medical killers, like the elderly in nursing homes?
In this eye-opening article, Leo Hohman unveils three developments that if
implemented will lead to our total enslavement: 1. Digital Vax Passports 2. World
Digital Currency 3. Internet Passport
Leo Hohmann; "Several new technologies that appear separate and unrelated will
soon converge, creating a giant digital trap that will easily entice the uninformed
masses.... Most people will sleep-walk right into the trap, which will ultimately
reduce them to a human QR code - trackable, traceable, and 100 percent
dependent on Big Tech and big government for their existence.
"Gov. Cuomo very forcefully "asked" business owners to eliminate 30 percent the
state's population as potential customers and treat them as non-persons. This ...
reminds one of the Nazi propaganda that coerced Germans to refuse to do
business with Jews.”
For the full report see:
Digital health passports: The snare that will lure many into the one-world
cashless system

Tagged Like Cattle--The Covid Jab Transmits Your Unique Barcode!!!--Are the
Jabbed Connected to Bluetooth?
September 16, 2021--Henry, Here are a dozen
smartphone screenshots I took Monday in front of
a supermarket in Germany.
It looks like the inoculated are all having their own
individual (kind of) IP address which appears on
the screen when Bluetooth is being activated and
scans the surrounding for reachable Bluetooth
devices.
As you can see I did that for five minutes and the
digits change with the ongoing stream of
pedestrians and vehicles. The addresses all have
the same format.
Twelve digits separated by colon, a mix of numbers
and alphabetic characters.
This is definitely not how a reachable bluetooth
device looks like on the screen. Normally you get
the name of the device and a symbol that shows
what kind of device, e.g. headset, phone, car hifi
etc.
The more people are around the more numbers
appear and the list changes from second to
second.
I'm not a pro but I know a little bit about computers and I have never seen anything like
that before.
My web research resulted in absolutely nothing except some others who noticed the
same phenomenon. The fact that the numbers change with the people passing by
only makes sense when these people themselves are the devices.
If true, everybody with a smartphone (except iPhone) can see with his own eyes now
what the whole C-agenda is about. Everybody can check this by himself. Even the
inoculated non-believers can go to the woods or elsewhere where they are alone and
try it out. The same number they always see on their screen, no matter when they
look at it, is their own mark-of-the-beast-like-number.
Seems like tptb created this whole C-scenario amongst others to get everybody
injected with a jab that contains graphene oxide and that self-assembles (this
ability is one of graphene oxides characteristics) in the body to some kind of
artificial system which connects the person to the smart grid either directly via
5G or via the persons smartphone.
And I suppose this is only one aspect of the evil potential of the jab.
----Related - Bluetooth Vaccine? Does the Injected COVID Non-Vaccine Connect With
Devices?
Published on May 25, 202--By Makia Freeman "The only problem is that everywhere
I go, everywhere I go, everything is trying to connect with me man, like Bluetooth

connect to me. I get in the car, my car is trying to connect to me. I go home, my
computer's trying to connect. Like, my phone is trying to connect ... the
connectivity's still there. I don't know how to turn it off. Everywhere I get the same
message."
Those who understand the background to this discovery - including
Transhumanism and the Operation Coronavirus-nanotech connection - will
perceive that this is another clue that the COVID non-vaccines are injecting some
kind of biosensor into people, to begin the process of turning people into nodes
on the Smart Grid.
Vaxxed Trifecta: Magnetic, Barcoded, and bioluminescent + Bluetooth Enabled!
French bluetooth phone pick's up who's vaccinated by mobile number! It's in
French, but you'll understand by watchin
Dr. Chinda Brandolino refers to the technology that makes it possible for the
Bluetooth to read codes in inoculated individuals
VAXxed - Bluetooth 5 finding out RFID2020 on people
First Comment from Ken Adachi
Everyone who receives the Covid Death Jab is hooked up to "The Internet of
Things" immediately following his first Jab. It's now known that ALL Covid Death
Jabs contain Graphene Oxide which is creating the signal being transmitted and
registering on that Blue Tooth reader. Dr Carrie Madej explained this AI/Vaxxed
"hookup" in great detail in a video that she posted to Youtube on August 17, 2020
(and I re-posted to my Bitchute channel on Sep. 11, 2020).
https://www.bitchute.com/video/o5p9D7Vo72WY/
The AI/Vaxxed "hookup" was later revealed by a Russian hacker in May of 2021
when he hacked into the computer system that was listing all of the Bio-metrics
and ID data on the Russian people who got injected with the Sputnik Jab and
zeroed in on the data being transmitted by one of his friends who got the Death
Jab. Here's the video(narration in Russian, but translated into English subtitles)
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ZtgeBP6WTYgS/
WB writes
Henry, concerning the MAC codes... I'm a retired federal IT Specialist.
These numbers are definitely in a MAC address format, except for one thing. In a
true MAC address the first six hexadecimal characters ALWAYS identify the
manufacturer of the device (they will always be the same based on a set
manufacturer code) and the last six identify the device itself (such as a network
card in a computer... they are UNIQUE based on each device).
So, In this case all 48 binary numbers (each hex number represents four 1's or
0's) seem to be identifying a single person. IF this was just reading cell phones
(which I don't believe it is) then you would see the first six hex characters
repeating somewhat as to manufacturer... as there's only a limited number of
manufacturers in the world...the last six however would be totally different for
each phone). It definitely appears that EACH INDIVIDUAL is identified with a 12-bit
hexadecimal number.
JS Wednesday- ok, I'm just back from another trial test with a family members
smartphone. Same procedure same outcome. I can only repeat myself: Yes, every
network device has its own worldwide unique MAC address. But when connected

the device is NOT being displayed by its MAC address, but by its name (i.e. see
the attached screenshot > headset, soundsystem). How else could one find a
desired device in case of connecting? Everybody would have to know the MAC
addresses of his devices by rote (Meaning: mechanical or unthinking routine or
repetition)…I would just like to ask everybody with a smartphone to go to a place
with numerous people and try it out himself.
JS Tuesday
is it possible you are picking up their phones?"
No, I don't think so.
1. I know what a MAC address is, but my phone never showed any and I don't
know how this could be possible. Would have to be a very peculiar bug in the
software or flaw in the hardware if the phone was kaput. It's five years old but running
reliably. No problems at all.
2. If it was a bug or a flaw it would have to show this behavior with every device in
the closer surrounding, but it doesn't. I only know and have contact with
unvaxxed and they all have smartphones too. And of course I tried it out
yesterday and today - nothing! No 'MAC' adresses from their devices. No joke. I'm
more and more certain that it's the vaxxed who are tagged. By the way I find it
logical that these human IPs are also formatted like MAC adresses. It's the IoT
and the IoB (internet of bodies, like they announced it a couple of years ago).
https://www.henrymakow.com/2021/09/the-jabbed-connect-to-bluetooth.html
CDC: teens injected with COVID shots have 7.5 times more deaths, 15 times more
disabilities, 44 times more hospitalizations than all FDA approved vaccines
in 2021
The CDC did another data dump into their Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting
System (VAERS) database today. As of August 27, 2021 there have been 13,911
deaths, 2,933,377 injury symptoms, 18,098 permanent disabilities, 76,160 ER
visits, 56,912 hospitalizations, and 14,327 life threatening events recorded
following experimental COVID-19 “vaccinations.”
There have now been more than twice as many deaths recorded following COVID19 shots during the past 9 months since the COVID-19 shots were given
emergency use authorization, than deaths recorded following ALL vaccines
for the past 30 years.(Source.)
And yet, the CDC continues to push everyone to get a COVID-19 shot.
How Big Pharma Uses Fauci and the Media to Murder Americans--The two studies
that Fauci cited to green light Remdesivir prove that he’s trying to kill Americans
Play to 3:22: https://freeworldnews.tv/watch?id=6144d5dbd0af0008a410e252
“Where Did All The People Go?”--Secret Holocaust: Are millions of vaccine
victims disappearing into mass graves?
We now have a disturbing new theory emerging that deserves a real
investigation. I credit this to Michael Snyder of The Economic Collapse Blog, who
asked in a recent article, “Where Did All The People Go?”

As Snyder points out, the global shortage of workers — now widely reported
across the world — can only really be explained if a large number of workingaged adults are no longer with us. In the United States, with the US Supreme
Court striking down the CDC’s unconstitutional eviction moratorium, people need
to work in order to pay rent (the free rent has stopped). And with covid stimulus
payouts having ended in most states, people can’t support themselves staying at
home and not working… especially with food inflation driving grocery prices
through the roof.
As Snyder points out:
There aren’t enough factory workers, there aren’t enough truck drivers, there aren’t
enough port workers, there aren’t enough employees to properly staff our stores, and
the shortage of doctors and nurses is becoming a major crisis in some areas. During
normal times, we were always told that the global economy was not producing nearly
enough jobs for everyone, but now for the very first time we are facing an enormous
worldwide labor shortage. It is almost as if millions upon millions of people suddenly
disappeared from the system.
In today’s podcast (below), I asked the rest of this question: Is it possible that hospitals
are systematically murdering people and secretly disposing of their bodies in order to
cover up massive covid vaccine deaths?
In any previous year, I would have thought such an idea was a wild conspiracy theory,
but enough horrific information has emerged about what is going on to know that scores
of hospitals are murder factories run by anti-human lunatics posing as doctors
and administrators. They have zero interest in helping people or preventing deaths.
Rather, they are now openly working to maximize covid hospitalization and death
numbers among the unvaccinated, and it seems they’ll stop at nothing to achieve it.
Logically, they would also do anything to cover up the deaths of vaccinated
patients. Do you have any doubt they would lie and commit health care fraud in
order to hide the truth about vaccine deaths from the public?
A recent video out of Australia features a local man accusing hospitals of treating
vaxxed patients with ivermectin in order to save their lives, while simultaneously
putting unvaxxed patients on ventilators in order to murder them and increase
deaths among “unvaccinated.” Watch it here:
Brighteon.com/d39bd385-15c0-470f-9643-4a15b03e3db1
We don’t have proof that the assertions made in this video are 100% true, but I ask you
this question: Would it surprise you if they were?
The answer for most people now is, “No, not at all.”
It’s now obvious that many of the doctors, nurses and hospital administrators have total
disregard for human life and are merely trying to push their covid cult agenda no matter
what the cost… even if it means murdering innocent human beings and chucking their
bodies in a dumpster (or an incinerator) in the hospital parking lot.
To further enforce the cover-up, Big Tech is silencing or even de-platforming anyone
who talks about someone they know being injured or killed by vaccines. Thus, the
channel through which vaccine deaths would normally be shared has been completely
shut down. You are only allowed to say good things about covid vaccines, not critical
things.

So it’s entirely plausible that millions of Americans could already be dead from
covid vaccines and there would be almost no public mention of it. The media is
completely controlled by Big Pharma, and the tech giants suppress any such
speech. Those are the two ways most people get their information.
Meanwhile, hospitals and county officials could be easily ordered to fudge the numbers
and cover up all the covid vaccine deaths, in exactly the same way they fudged all the
numbers last year and claimed everybody was dying from covid (while claiming all the
hospital beds were full) while no such thing was happening.
If this “secret holocaust” were taking place, we should find evidence of it
somewhere, perhaps in corners of the internet that aren’t fully controlled by Big
Pharma and the vaccine enforcers.
Updated Bombshell: Covid-19 Vaccine Documented Deaths and Injuries
Compilation-8-28-21
Comment sections for published stories might provide precisely such a venue.
What do we see in the comments for stories about covid vaccines?
As LifeSiteNews recently reported, “TV station asks for stories of unvaxxed
fatalities but gets deluged with jab death and injury stories.”
While the ABC News affiliate was trying to push a narrative of unvaccinated people
dying from Covid, what they got instead was a now-reported 180,000+ comments from
people sharing stories of vaccine injuries and deaths.
If nobody was dying from the vaccines, how would this be possible? From the
story:
“I don’t know anyone who died from covid but I do know a 37 year old who got
the vaccine and died of brain aneurysm 8 days later,” wrote a Facebook user
under the name Maximilien Robespierre.
Immediately below, Richard Smother shared, “My coworkers daughter (12 years
old) had to be rushed to the ER after she collapsed an hour after her second
shot.”
Krista Evans shared, “I know 3 people personally that died shortly after being
fully vaxxed. All the people I know that have had the China virus, had very mild
flu-like symptoms so why the hell would anyone get poked with this poison???”
Becky Burch commented, “An Aunt died a week after the shot. The family never
thought much about it until visiting with another cousin who had family die after
the shot with the same ‘strange’ issue…not sure of the details. Now, they think it
was the shot.”
Besides deaths, the testimonies of side effects from the jab cover a wide range of
injuries and symptoms, from heart attacks and blood clots to digestive issues to
loss of sight and movement.
“My mother had a heart attack 4 days after receiving her first vaccine. She now has a
blood clot in her lung,” Jessica Mauldin commented.
Juli Smith wrote, “My neighbor died from the vax, the funeral is next week. My mom
can’t feel her arms and legs. My BF has been in ER several times with debilitating
headaches. My mom and BFs doctors don’t correlate the two, but the timing makes it
suspect. My husbands doctor refused to let him test for covid antibodies. These doctors
are complicit.”

If just 1 out of 20 people has already died from a covid vaccines, that would
equate to over 16 million deaths across America
We aren’t claiming the covid vaccine has killed over 16 million people (yet), but if nearly
nearly everybody knows someone who died from the vaccine, the real number is almost
certainly already in the millions.
It would be very easy to cover up these deaths, too, if a financial institution with ties to
the government bought up all the homes previously occupied by now-dead
vaccine victims. Sure enough, this is exactly what BlackRock is doing, as NOQreport
writes:
…an April WSJ article that chronicles BlackRock and other money institutions buying up
single-family homes as quickly as they can at rates higher than the average homebuyer
is willing to pay. They’re buying them up at a premium, and that should concern
everyone whether you’re in the market to buy a home or not.
It looks like BlackRock is buying up the excess inventory of homes in order to keep
demand high while so many homeowners are dying and disappearing. A Twitter thread
by @CulturalHusbandry adds:
Blackrock is buying every single family house they can find, paying 20-50% above
asking price and outbidding normal home buyers. Why are corporations, pension funds
and property investment groups buying entire neighborhoods out from under the middle
class? Lets take a look. Homes are popping up on MLS and going under contract within
a few hours. Blackrock, among others, are buying up thousands of new homes and
entire neighborhoods.
Funeral director John O’Looney blows the whistle on mass deaths from covid
A very important interview with John O’Looney from Milton Keynes Family Funeral
Services in the UK is spreading like wildfire across the ‘net. It reveals truly shocking,
disturbing information about hospitals mass murdering patients in the name of “covid,”
and shuttling a steady stream of bodies to funeral services.
Watch it here: Brighteon.com/ff7c79ce-367e-478d-aa74-76868f454e4b
And of course, video platforms across the ‘net have long carried videos revealing FEMA
coffins stacked in large numbers at various locations across America. Here’s one such
video: available on Bitchute.
It’s fairly obvious that FEMA is planning for mass deaths, and that this planning
has been under way for many years. Thus, there already exists an infrastructure
to cause millions of dead bodies to vanish into coffins and mass graves, all under
the watchful eye of the US government which is waging biological warfare against
the American people. This isn’t absolute proof that such events are happening,
but it shows they are plausible and that the infrastructure is already in place.
In today’s Situation Update podcast, I discuss the growing realization that
millions of people seem to be vanishing from our economy, leaving small
employers high and dry with no one left to fill the now 10+ million job openings
that are necessary to run the businesses that keep America afloat.
Listen and decide for yourself whether you think covid vaccines are already
killing millions across America while a corrupt, treasonous government is
covering it all up and silencing those who try to speak out. And ask yourself this
important questions: If covid vaccines were perfectly safe and effective, why

would Big Tech have to censor so many people who have witnessed people being
injured or killed by those very same vaccines?
Brighteon.com/87e3c4f5-7e7e-4b96-ad46-37ece66e17e6
House of COVID Cards Collapses: FDA Vaccine Panel Comes Out Against Deadly
Injections--Bombshell testimony from top scientists at vaccine hearing reveals
injections killing more people than saving and driving surge of variants--No
wonder the FDA vaccine committee voted 16-2 against rolling out Biden's COVID
booster shot program
Several doctors from the Food and Drug administration’s (FDA) vaccine hearing
on Friday claimed in explosive testimony that the COVID-19 vaccine is killing
more people than it’s saving and is driving the coronavirus mutations like the socalled ‘Delta’ variant.
FDA’s Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee after 8
hours of testimony voted 16-2 against Joe Biden’s proposed COVID-19 booster
shot program.
During that hearing, Dr. Steve Kirsch, director of the COVID-19 Early Treatment
Fund, claimed that the injections are killing more people than they’re helping.
“I’m going to focus my remarks today on the elephant in the room that nobody
likes to talk about: that the vaccines kill more people than they save,” Kirsch said
via teleconference.
https://t.co/pi3TjTbjZP pic.twitter.com/Kg6cRd5gjm
— Chuck (@VikeKang) September 17, 2021
Positive Covid Pushback Headlines
US Sheriff UNLEASHES on Communist Mandates: "We MUST ACT"
Small business group intends to sue Biden administration over vaccine mandate
Biden Issues Sweeping Vaccine Mandate for U.S. Workers President Biden issued
orders covering two-thirds of the American workforce requiring millions of
Americans to get vaccinated. ACTION ALERT!
Will We Lose Resveratrol? This powerful anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and lifeextending supplement could face the FDA’s axe. We need to stop it. ACTION
ALERT!
++Practical tools for standing up to COVID-19 vaccine mandates--People across
our nation are being faced with an impossible choice – violate their sincerely held
religious beliefs by taking an abortion-derived COVID-19 injection, or lose their
livelihoods, their careers, and their opportunity for education. How can we, as
Christians, take a principled stand as we navigate COVID-19 vaccine mandates,
which are an unprecedented attack on our civil and religious liberties? Here are
some practical resources and tools we hope will help.
Go to: https://personhood.org/2021/09/16/practical-tools-for-standing-up-to-covid19-vaccine-mandates/
FDA Panel Overwhelmingly Rejects Pfizer Booster for 16 and Older
TN Mayor Glenn Jacobs on Joe Biden’s COVID-19 Mandate: ‘Knox County Will
Not Comply’

Swiss Citizens Revolt, Install Tables Outside in Front of Bars, Restaurants to
Ignore Vax Passports
It Is Time to Paralyze the Criminal Biden Adminstration with Civil and Criminal
Lawsuits
Dr. Judy Mikovits, Attorney Thomas Retz, Former Pfizer Employee And Panel
Respond To Biden's Mandate of The Vax
Play from 1:30 to 27:06: https://www.worldviewweekend.com/tv/video/dr-judymikovits-former-pfizer-employee-and-panel-respond-bidens-mandate-vax
From: Fishermen308 [mailto:Fishermen308@]
Sent: Friday, September 10, 2021 12:56 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: RE: Order and Covid protocol ; graphene oxide RF tech
Listener Comment: Scott this was my appeal to my County Council this week.
Pray for seeds that were planted! I came away with a burden to pray all the more
for the people and the local leaders
Encouragement for People Leaving Work Due To The Covid Jab Mandates - Dr
Scott Johnson
A listener posted this: Scott Johnson's comment and a bible study regarding the
times we are all facing and all my listeners who are being forced to leave their
jobs and possibly relocate.
From: Patricia
Sent: Saturday, September 18, 2021 6:47 PM
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Re: medical help
I wanted to thank you for your email. I have been able to ditch my crutches, my foot
is not infected, and if I had Covid the colloidal silver has knocked it out of me
within 48 hours.
Scott Johnson’s Reply:
Corona Virus or SARS:
Invive Mild Silver Protein 5000ppm--Take (One TEAspoon), every 4 hours till
asymptomatic (1/2 dosage for children). Hold Each dose under the tongue for 3-4
minutes before swallowing .
++ For More Information or to purchase the Invive Silver go to: http://www.drjohnson.com/
++ Because Invive Silver is so stable it has a 25 year minimum shelf life. There is no
colloidal silver in any form that can even come close to their shelf life or potency; nor
has there been one case of Argyria (turning gray) reported from taking Invive Silver.
-----Original Message----From: Melisa
Sent: Friday, September 10, 2021 10:35 AM
To: Scott Johnson

Subject: Listener Question: How much zinc is safe to take on a daily basis I know
too much zinc can lead to toxicity wondering what your recommendations are for
daily use how much?
Scott Johnson Reply: For short term I would only say about 200mg a day but the
protocols I have seen with hydroxychloroquine they recommend 400mg short
term. I generally try to stay at or below 100mg a day to boost immune system
function but beyond that 50mg is good. Everybody is different though, if I give
Taylor any zinc she feels sick as her body must conserve it mightily. I can take
100mg ongoing and I am fine.
Recommended Products Dr. Johnson Carries:

Please note you cannot order off the links
below, they are there for purely informational purposes. For more information or
++

how to order see further below.

My choices of selenium: Selenium is highly anti-viral and is an essential trace
element possessing antioxidant properties, and is key to the production of
glutathione peroxidases which makes this very compatible with NAC (see below)
to raise glutathione levels.
Selenium by Innate- 90 tablets 28.00
Trace Minerals Liquid Ionic Selenium 2 oz. 15.00
Genestra Selenium CWS 0.5 fl oz (15 ml) 14.00
Overall Best Value: Se-Zyme Forte (100 T) 16.00<<Backordered
My choices of Vitamin C:
++ I recommend that every adult take at least 6 to 12 grams of vitamin C per day if
you are being exposed to the Covid vaxxed (but you can go double that is you
feel you are infected) for optimum dosing. Space out your dosages every 2-4
hours ideally.
Innate Response Vitamin C-400 180ct 74.00
Innate Response C-Complete Powder 81gm 31.00
Bio-C Plus 1000™ (100 T) 27.00
Pharmax Vitamin C Powder (Magnesium Ascorbate) 8.8 oz (250 grams) 33.00
My choices of Zinc (Zinc is essential for immune system function and Vitamin C
and Quercetin helps to get zinc into the cells):
Pure Encapsulations UltraZin Zinc 90 capsules 18.00
Zn-Zyme Forte(100 T) 16.00
Davinci Labs ZINC LOZENGE 60 count Lemon Flavored 12.00
My choices of Calcium/Magnesium products: White blood cells are the main
tool our immune systems use to destroy foreign infectious invaders--White blood
cells (WBC) use calcium as the main fuel to propel themselves and destroy these
invaders through a process called Phagocytosis.
Davinci Labs CAL MAG 180 tablets 23.00
Davinci Labs CAL-MAG CITRATE POWDER 30 Servings 4.9 oz. (139.2 grams)
19.00
Douglas Labs Cal/Mag Citrate 250 capsules 29.00
C/Cal/Mag Powder™ (220 g) 24.00

Ca/Mg-Zyme™ (Ca & Mg) (360 T) 32.00
These are the Vitamin D-3 products Dr. Johnson carries see below--Vitamin D-3
upregulates the immune system
Innate Response Vitamin D-3 2000IU 90 Tablets 45.00
Pharmax Chewable Vitamin D 1000 90 chewable tabs 13.00
Best Values for D-3:
Davinci Labs A.D.K 60 capsules 31.00
Bio-DK Caps™ 32.00
Iodine Products Dr. Johnson carries:
Iodoral High potency iodine/potassium iodide supplement containing 12.5mg
iodine/iodide 180 tab $57.00
Iodoral High potency iodine/potassium iodide supplement containing 12.5mg
iodine/iodide 90 tablets $32.00
Iodizyme-HP™ (120 T) $34.00
NAC (Helps to get the metals and graphene oxide in the jabs out of the body)
Pure Encapsulations NAC 900 Mg. 120 capsules $42.00
Pure Encapsulations NAC 900 Mg. 240 capsules $74.00<<Backordered
NAC (500mg) (180ct) $30.00
Fulvic Acid (Helps to get the magnetic metals in the jabs out of the body)
Trace Minerals Liquid Ionic Fulvic Acid with ConcenTrace 2 oz. 20.00
Quercetin (Supports the immune system drives zinc into the cells)
Pure Encapsulations Quercetin 250 mg 120 capsules 38.00
Nattokinase (Nattokinase has been proven in studies to break down blood clots
and naturally thin the blood--Blood Clots & strokes are a huge issue with the
Covid jabs)
Davinci Labs NATTOKINASE PLUS 60 capsules $36.00<<Always take on an empty
stomach

